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Abstract
Grid events, simultaneously affecting all safety related auxiliary systems in a nuclear power plant, are
critical and must be carefully addressed in the design, upgrading and operational processes. Up to now, the
connecting grid has often been treated as either fully available or totally unavailable, and too little attention
has been paid to specify the grid performance criteria. This paper deals with standard procedures for grid
interaction analysis, to derive tools and criteria to handle grid events challenging the safety systems of the
plant. Critical external power system events are investigated and characterised, with respect to severity and
rate of occurrence. These critical events are then grouped with respect to impact on the safety systems,
when a disturbance propagates into the plant. It is then important to make sure that 1) the impact of the
disturbance will never reach any critical system, 2) the impact of the disturbance will be eliminated before
it will hurt any critical system, or 3) the critical systems will be proven to be designed in such a way that
they can withstand the impact of the disturbance, and the associated control and protection systems can
withstand voltage and frequency transients associated with the disturbances. A number of representative
disturbance profiles, reflecting connecting grid conditions, are therefore derived, to be used for equipment
testing.
1. Introduction
The Fukushima Daiichi accident, very clearly pointed out the importance of the common cause failure
in the planning and operation of auxiliary and safety systems of nuclear power plants. The connecting grid
during normal operational conditions is such a common factor for many important auxiliary systems. The
analysis within the nuclear power industry has for long been focused on the two very distinct conditions,
the connecting grid available or the connecting grid not available. However, very little focus has been put
on how to distinguish a fully reliable and healthy connecting grid from a situation where the power plant
auxiliary systems have to be disconnected from the grid. The disconnection criteria must be based on the
compatibility between the grid and the auxiliary equipment.
The need to enhance the analyses of grid and plant interaction is recognized in order to better define
the enveloping profiles that could challenge the plant’s safety systems. Simulations of dynamic behaviour
outside and inside the plant as well as testing are important methods. The proposed standard procedure is
based on experience from studies of the interaction between the Swedish transmission grid and the three
nuclear power plants at Ringhals, Forsmark and Oskarshamn, [1]. Two different typical grid connections
and auxiliary system supplies are shown in Figure 1, Oskarshamn 2 (O2) and Oskarshamn 3 (O3). For O3
the auxiliary system can also be partly supplied from the 130 kV system, as backup, and totally supplied
from the 130 kV system during maintenance.
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Figure 1 Typical NPP grid connection and auxiliary system supply (O2 and O3)

2. System compatibility and equipment testing
The proposed standard procedure focuses on the calculation of temporary voltages on the buses in the
auxiliary power systems of the nuclear power plants caused by events in the external power system (the
transmission network, the step-up transformer, and the main generator). There is a need to verify that the
safety related equipment energized from the auxiliary power system can withstand the transients caused by
credible events on the external power system. Equipment manufacturers are not keen to provide detailed
simulation models, and testing of the physical equipment may be the only way to verify the required
withstand capability. For such testing, well defined, relevant, and generally accepted, test profiles are
needed. These profiles must be based on recordings of credible events and simulations of a large number of
possible incidents.
The main steps for the proposed standard procedure for grid interaction analysis are listed below.
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Collect necessary data
a. Data for fault calculation
b. Data for dynamic simulation
c. Information about protection systems
d. Transformer data
e. Motor data
Derive the grid dynamic equivalent
Define events and blackout scenarios, and the corresponding grid disturbance profiles
Perform dynamic simulations of grid disturbances
Study the simulation results at different levels in the internal auxiliary systems
Specify disturbance profiles for equipment testing
Verify withstand capability of the equipment by full scale testing
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3. Disturbance profile Method
The use of synthetic disturbance profiles has not been very common within the nuclear power area, so
far. However, the use of statistics and probabilistic methods is very common, and disturbance profiles are
used within other segments of the electric power sector. The most typical and well known is probably the
lightning and switching impulses (IEC 60060-1), where an infinite number of possible impulses, caused by
lightning or switching, are condensed into two standard profiles; one for lightning and one for switching. A
distinction is made between lightning and switching impulses on the basis of the front duration. Impulses
with front duration up to 20 s are defined as lightning impulses and those with longer fronts are defined
as switching impulses, see Figure 2.

Figure 2 Standard lightning and switching impulse, according to IEC 60060-1

The standard lightning impulse is a full lightning impulse having a front time of 1.2 s and a time to
half-value of 50 s (1.2/50 impulse). The standard switching impulse is an impulse having a time to peak
of 250 s and a time to half-value of 2500 s (250/2500 impulse). A similar use of standardized profiles
and wave shapes are also used within control and protection specification and testing (e.g. IEC 6025526 ”Measuring relays and protection equipment – Part 26: Electromagnetic compatibility requirements”).
Disturbance profiles, with respect to voltage magnitude and/or frequency, are also used in many grid
codes, especially to illustrate the fault-ride-through criteria. The fault-ride-through requirements are a bit
different in different systems. The Swedish fault-ride-through requirement applicable to all nuclear units is
shown in Figure 3. It has to be emphasized that the profile is not at all any power quality indication of the
grid properties. It is a pure requirement, stating that the connected generating unit must be able to remain
grid connected and continue its power output, as long as the voltage, on all the phases in the connected
closest meshed network point, stays above the voltage profile shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 The Swedish grid code fault-ride-through requirement for large plants (SvKFS 2005:2)

Based on earlier experience with synthetic profiles, 13 disturbance profiles, derived for the OKG
NPP, are described and evaluated, as well as their tentative impact on the auxiliary power system. In this
section a number of critical grid disturbances affecting the operation of the nuclear unit auxiliary power
system are analysed. The specific profile derived for a group of events, should in a “reasonable way”
represent “the worst case”. Figure 4 illustrates how a number of offsite grid disturbances are grouped to be
represented by one disturbance profile; 400 kV line fault with backup clearance due to breaker failure
(left), and 400 kV busbar fault with backup clearance due to failure to operate of the busbar protection
(right).
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Figure 4 Different scenarios represented by one profile, line fault (left), bus fault (right)

3.1 Procedure overview
The procedure proposed is focused on the evaluation of the connecting grid conditions. As long as the
auxiliary and safety systems are supplied from the connecting grid, the connecting grid is a common
source. The problem is to decide when the connecting grid is not reliable and the auxiliary power system
should be disconnected from the external power system, and to specify the related conditions. The
procedure can be split into a number of steps:
1) Study the connecting grid, and evaluate what could happen. Here it is very important not to stop
the evaluation with disturbances regarded as credible within the grid companies. Disturbance
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occurrences as once every twenty year or once every hundred year are, among grid companies,
regarded as extremely rare, while such incident rates within the nuclear power industry are highly
frequent. The following events, affecting the conditions on the generator bus or in the grid
connection point of the NPP, and thereby the auxiliary and safety system supplies, should be
regarded:
a. Load rejection, i.e. disconnection of the unit and its auxiliary systems from the grid.
b. Primary shunt disturbance faults, such as short circuits and earth faults,
 cleared by the ordinary protection system
 cleared by the backup protection system
c. Abnormal system frequency in the connection point,
 due to loss of generation – dynamic / static
 due to loss of load – dynamic / static
d. Abnormal operational voltage in the connection point,
 high voltage due to external conditions
 low voltage due to external conditions
2) Group the events, studied in 1), with respect to the resulting voltage stress, with respect to
magnitude and frequency level, structure, and duration, on the auxiliary and safety systems, into a
limited number of groups.
3) Assign a synthetic, well defined, disturbance profile (voltage magnitude/frequency) for each
group, according to 2).
4) Study the impact on the auxiliary and safety systems, when the disturbance profiles according to
3) are applied.
5) Derive the corresponding event rate of occurrence for each of the disturbance profile impacts
derived in 4).
6) For all credible disturbances, according to the event rate of occurrence derived in 5), it has to be
ensured that the equipment can either withstand the stress caused by the disturbance profile, or
that the unit will be disconnected from the grid.
The work was organized in a number of packages, and each unit was studied separately (in the OKG
NPP there are three units). Firstly the disturbance profiles were defined and characterized. For the OKG
units 13 profiles were identified, while for other NPPs the number of disturbance profiles might be
different, since the disturbance profile will be different for a unit with a static exciter, compared to a unit
with a rotating exciter. When the disturbance profiles, as they appear at the unit connection point or on the
generator bus, are defined, a simulation study is initiated to investigate how the applied disturbance profile
propagates into the auxiliary systems. A large part of this study is to compare the disturbance profile
propagation and resulting stress at different levels and points in the auxiliary system with the protection
relay characteristics and settings, to really see the impact of the disturbance profile under study. For the
simulation study, where a transient analysis program like PSCAD/EMTDC has to be used, the modelling
of the components in the auxiliary system, such as transformers, induction machines, and power electronic
converters, is extremely important, and large efforts have been made to achieve accurate models for the
extreme conditions studied, such as high and low voltage magnitudes, and high and low frequencies. In
parallel with the simulation study, the event rate of occurrence for each disturbance profile was calculated,
as the sum of the event rates of occurrence for the group of events represented by that specific disturbance
profile. For load rejection there are quite reliable statistics available. For short circuits and earth faults in
the connecting grid, statistics are available for each type of power system component, and a lot of unit
specific calculations have to be performed. For abnormal grid conditions with respect to frequency and
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voltage magnitude, often referred to as wide area disturbances, operational experience and “degree of
belief” are applied.
When the stress on each voltage level in the auxiliary system, and the corresponding event rate of
occurrence are determined, the stress, with respect to actions from the protection system, has to be
compared to the withstand capability of the critical appliances, such as induction machines and power
electronics. If shortcomings are identified, there are basically three ways to proceed, 1) to eliminate the
stress on the critical level, e.g. surge arresters on higher levels to limit overvoltages, 2) enhanced protection
systems to transfer to emergency diesel supply, e.g. for long duration low voltage situations to avoid
induction motor stalling, and 3) to reinforce the appliance to make sure it will withstand the stress, e.g.
redesign of power electronics and UPS appliances. This analysis is made separately for safety systems and
for operational systems.
If severe shortcomings are identified, the unit has to be stopped to eliminate the shortcoming
identified. If less severe insufficiencies or potential improvements are identified, these are listed in so
called Recommendation reports, one for each unit. These recommendations are then handled within the
normal plant organization and action plans for implementations are set. Finally, the improvements for
increased robustness are implemented in the plant.
3.2 Load rejection
Load rejection, e.g. trip of the unit, most likely at full load and unwantedly, with the unit circuitbreaker, causes a temporary overvoltage on the generator bus. The shape, peak and duration of this
overvoltage depend on the excitation system. With the automatic voltage regulator (AVR) in operation, the
overvoltage will be limited to some 20-25%, while with the AVR in field current control mode, the
overvoltage might reach 50%, and last for quite a long time. Load rejection, for a unit with a static exciter,
is shown with and without AVR control in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Generator bus voltage at load rejection with AVR (left) and with fixed field current (right)

3.3 Symmetrical and unsymmetrical short circuits in the grid
Short circuits and earth faults in the connecting grid, see Figure 1, might appear at different locations,
thus triggering different fault clearing procedures. Furthermore, correctly cleared faults, as well as backup
fault clearance, have to be addressed. Figure 6 shows the disturbance profile representing correctly cleared
nearby short circuits. The left figure illustrates a trip of the unit circuit-breaker (100 ms), and transfer to
house load operation. The disturbance profile is valid for a single bus or a double bus system with one of
the busses out of operation. The right figure shows a correctly cleared (100 ms) nearby line fault, where the
generator remains connected to the grid, and the voltage magnitude slowly returns to a level slightly below
the pre-fault level.
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Figure 6 Correctly cleared, busbar fault, one bus out of operation (left), and nearby line fault (right)

Figure 7 shows backup fault clearance of busbar and line faults, with fault duration of 500 ms. For the
busbar fault (left), one bus is out of operation, the bus protection is supposed to fail to operate and the fault
is cleared by remote zone 2 distance protection, thus the long fault clearing time. Finally the unit is
supposed to successfully transfer to house load operation, with a slight overshoot in voltage. For the
remote end line fault (right), all telecommunication is supposed to be out of service, and the fault is cleared
by the remote zone 2 distance protection, after about 500 ms. The voltage recovery is slower than for the
correctly cleared fault due to the longer deceleration time for the rotating machines and the corresponding
more demanding reacceleration. This fault illustrates that the fault duration might be longer than according
to the fault-ride-through requirement as stated by the grid code, see Figure 3. Therefore, the generator is
allowed to trip due to such a long duration fault. With double busbar protection and double communication
channels, which is the present design level in the Swedish transmission system, the probability for these
long fault duration times will be negligible. Thus, the circuit-breaker is the only component without
redundancy.

Figure 7 Backup cleared, busbar fault, one bus out of operation (left), and remote end line fault (right)

Unsymmetrical shunt faults, i.e. earth faults and two-phase faults, cause, not only a voltage dip, but
also a phase shift, at the fault occurrence, and at the fault clearance. Also symmetrical faults might cause
phase angle jumps. Such a phase shift might be critical for power electronic based equipment, such as
switched converters or UPS devices. A nearby single phase-to-earth fault is shown in Figure 8 for backup
clearance due to a breaker failure. The voltage reduction during the fault is quite moderate, while the phase
angle jump, especially at the fault clearance is quite significant.
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Figure 8 Single phase nearby fault with backup clearance, magnitude (left) and phase angle (right)

3.4 Loss of generation
Sudden loss of a large amount of generation (or load) causes a significant frequency dip (rise). The
lowest credible frequency in the Nordic system is 47.5 Hz. If the frequency goes lower, some nuclear units
have to be tripped. Frequency rises are regarded as less critical than frequency dips. In Figure 9, the
frequency dip after a very large loss of generation is shown. The frequency goes almost all the way down
to 47.5 Hz, and then slowly recovers to something around 49.5 Hz after about one minute. This frequency
disturbance profile describes a worst case scenario, since there is a load shedding scheme in five steps
starting at 48.8 Hz, and disconnecting 50% of the load by 48.0 Hz. This load shedding scheme has
operated a few times in the seventies. In 1979, two steps of the load shedding scheme operated and saved
the system from a blackout, see the right part of Figure 9.

Skagerrak +260 MW
Kontiskan +285 MW MW
Trip HasleBorgvik

Load
shedding 1
Load shedding 2

Figure 9 Frequency drop due to a large loss of generation, profile (left) and recording (right)

3.5 Voltage instability conditions
Voltage instability conditions are the most probable cause of a wide-area disturbance in the Nordic
system. Blackouts have been experienced in 1983 and 2003. A voltage instability incident could be
characterized as short-term or long-term, depending on the disturbance as such, but also on the point of
observation. In the south end of the Swedish system there are some large generators, capable of keeping up
the local voltage in case of loss of transmission capacity in the middle or north part of the country,
resulting in a disturbance recognized as a slow voltage collapse (in the range of minute) in the middle of
the system where the voltage depression is observed and realised, and a fast voltage collapse (in the range
of seconds) in the south part, only observed at the final breakdown. Figure 10 shows the voltage magnitude
and frequency profiles, for a fast or short-term voltage collapse.
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Figure 10

Short-term voltage instability, magnitude (left) and frequency (right)

The long-term voltage instability scenario is characterised by a sudden transmission capacity
reduction, large enough to significantly reduce the voltage at the load end of the system, but not large
enough to immediately ruin the system stability. The initial voltage reduction is typically 10 to 15%.
However, the load recovery and the tap-changer control in the distribution system will partly restore the
load and further reduce the transmission system voltages. After a while the voltage is so low and the
current is so high that some distance protection relay picks up and trips a transmission line. Parallel paths
will then be overloaded and we have a cascaded tripping, resulting in a blackout. Figure 11 shows the
synthetic profiles for the voltage magnitude and frequency, for a slow or long-term voltage collapse. A
more rare form of voltage instability is voltage depression, where the voltage magnitude slowly goes down
to about 80%, with a corresponding increase in frequency to about 51 Hz. These conditions are very
similar to the initial phase of the slow voltage collapse, but the voltage depression stops, the voltage stays
low, and for some reason the voltage recovers and a collapse is avoided.

Figure 11

Long-term voltage instability, magnitude (left) and frequency (right)

4. Conclusions and future work
The proposed standard procedure for grid interaction analysis has been applied and refined in
connection with analysis of the propagation of transients caused by symmetrical and unsymmetrical faults,
from the external power system into the AC auxiliary power systems in three nuclear power plants in
Sweden. Experience shows that analysis of steady-state performance is not sufficient. It is also necessary to
verify withstand capability of the auxiliary systems for unbalanced faults. It is concluded that it is
necessary to calculate the instantaneous values of currents and voltages. Based on the standard procedure
presented in this paper a number of actions to improve the plant robustness, such as revised settings of
voltage protection, introduction of complementary undervoltage protection, and more robust design of the
auxiliary transformers, have been taken within OKG.
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The present paper and work carried out so far have been focused on primary shunt faults and
abnormal symmetrical conditions in the connecting grid, which need attention in order to decide if the
connecting grid is to be regarded as healthy and fully reliable or if transfer to emergency diesel systems
should take place. We have also learned that phase interruptions (one or two phases) on all voltage levels
in the supply chain of the auxiliary systems cause operational situations hard to detect but hazardous for
continued grid supplied operation. Such unsymmetrical phase interruptions are suitable for future work;
identify the safe operational boarders, and methods to detect situations when the borders are violated.
So far focus has been very much on dependability, i.e. make sure to trip for every critical situation,
and not so much on security, i.e. make sure not to trip when trip is not wanted. The security issue is more
related to operation and economy but unselective protection operations have caused generator tripping and
dynamic instability. The dependability is more related to safety and especially the risk to subject all parts
of the auxiliary system to severe voltage dips. Therefore protection schemes to increase the security, which
have been focused for the transmission systems lately, will need more attention in the future for generation
plants. A first attempt has been made at OKG unit 2, where a dual two out of two protection design has
been implemented [2].
Today’s protection design comprises a high level of redundancy. However, design that makes the
circuit-breaker redundant is still not common. More research on design principles, costs and benefits, as
well as on performance and power system design and requirements, is needed.
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